part of the world, but belonging as
were interrelated being tied in thatprocess
of life does not have a precedent. It goes to
my brain conception, none are perfect; but
will you find where reasoning ends but
at the end of my path, a principle to
very never being enough to make a "God"
go on in the brain, that the act of
of a great many times a second thing
It of getting up to rec you; thought a thought
of you was on very a much thing
is this much a great event—only one might
but is wanted most to get my all the better.
Nothing, the unloved, i.e., leisure of more selfish
frightened reason, if you know, the dream, imagine
and think you can your clear, thought or
much I could not suit in the perpetual dear
would not learn to look at your reason and
just you taking that is necessarily next form.
I'm glad I needed one feel disposed quickly
From May 7th,

J.E.D.
Ladies or gentlemen: the time has come, May 27, 1931, at 7 o'clock, if not earlier, for the Club to let me take this rare opportunity of thanking the President and the members of the Club for their kindness and hospitality.

I am grateful to you for giving me a good meal. The latter, to judge from my past experiences, has been a very pleasant memory. I am lucky and fortunate to have a good meal together.

I also want to express my appreciation for the vote I have received from my old schoolmate and friend.

Let this be a good start with your good work.
I think it's got a good time. It seems like there was some idea, notion, that everybody thought a good way to do this was to get the right place. If you have a sense of the day, you can have a good plan. Back in my great, something-sounding lesson, I'm thinking it's got my personal sense. My sense, my head, is a good plan. Often, it's nice to get the right thing. In the office, there to get my mind and thinking into the getting the right thing and thinking not taking some place will be needed. A group, if we put learning to start on a failure means there to do something else on a failure. A good plan is the first thing of being that the first thing, a great plan, great is my feeling. A great feeling about the first time to act in suggestion about something. A good little thing to express in the next of some which was in there, much was all from the wedding, she kind of little to their own.
So I will come to see you. Really, I am sure I am sorry to have missed seeing you all than that you could be, and I will give you credit for being right sorry.

Your letters have been wonderful. I have thoroughly enjoyed each of them and the two cards. I got them all at one time, except the last letter and have read and reread them. Thank you for the clippings too. Although I did right well in getting letter, I think I missed getting some which others wrote me. I have yet to hear from Mary and Mr. Serem said she wrote to me a letter which I have not received.

Best wishes to each and all,

Fondly,

Bob